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Foreword
HE Chengtu~Kunming Railway, another important communications link in China's mountainous

southwest. was successfully completed and opened to traffic in July 1970. It is a splendid

achievement of the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution and a signal victory for Chairman Mao

Tsetung‘s proletarian revolutionary line

This rail line snakes through the serried peaks and over the swirling waters of the Szeehuan-

Yunnan Plateau. From Chengtu, the capital of Szechuan Province. it winds tortuously for [.085

kilometres to its southern terminus. Kunming. the capital of Yunnan Province. The line cuts

through areas traversed by the Red Army on its Long March from October 1934 to October 1935.

All along the route are lofty peaks. precipitous ravines. swift rivers. complicated geological

formations and extremely changeable weather. A third of the line is situated in an area where earth~

quakes are frequent and reach a magnitude of seven or above. Displacements of rock mass have

been known to occur over large areas in some places. Deep gullies retain heat. building up to

temperatures of from 40 to 50 degrees C. while in some valleys force-10 winds often rage. Like

a geological museum. these areas exhibit karst caves. underground rivers, faults. drifting sands.

gasAfilled layers. magmatic explosions, mud-rock flows. silt and Glauber's salt deposits. The build-

ing of a railway in such conditions is an unprecedented engineering feat in the history of China‘s

railway construction.

The project was started in l958. the year of China's Great Leap Forward in socialist construc-

tion. In 1962, however. the work came to a virtual halt due to the interference and sabotage

resulting from the Liu Shao-chi revisionist line. Then. in August 1964. Chairman Mao issued the

call: “The Chengtu<Kunming Railway must be built at a fast pace.” From all parts of China

builders converged as quickly as possible at the work-sites along the line and resumed construc-

tion. The Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution which began in 1966 further promoted the work.

The builders vehemently repudiated the revisionist trash advocated by Liu Shao-chi such as his

“slavish comprador philosophy" and “doctrine of trailing behind at a snail's pace.” Their revolu»

tionary enthusiasm mounted, and they determinedly applied Chairman Mao‘s great principle of

“maintaining independence and keeping the initiative in our own hands and relying on our own

efforts." While excavating Shamulata Tunnel they encountered an underground river which



poured over 12,000 tons of water into the work-site each 24 hours. They kept on working though
uaist-deep in the watcr. While digging a tunnel along the Chinsha River, soldiers of the People’s
Liberation Army railway corps drilled through hard rock in upwards of 401C. heat, The builders

fearlessly defied towering mountains. dangerous peaks, swift currents and deep gullies in their

conquest or nature,

Willi such firmness of spirit, they cut through mountain after mountain, built 427 tunnels and

653 bridges. overcame the multiplicity of complicated geological formations and completed the

entire line ahead of schedule.

A passenger on the Chengtu~Kunming Railway will first be impressed by the breathtaking
vie\«.s or the bridges. span alter span. and the many tunnels. The train will cross the Tatu River.
malte its vtay through the Greater and Lesser Liangshan Mountains, and then pass the Chinslia
River, Thcre is an average of one large or medium-sized bridge {or every 1.7 km. of rail line,
and a tunnel for every 2.5 km. The combined length of bridges and tunnels exceeds 400 km. In

especially mountainous sections. thc lint: winds up and down and around constantly, so that the
train is always changing direction. In one mountain the train enters a tunnel and comes out on

the same face of the mountain. but tens of metres above or below. From a distance one sees

"terraces" ot‘ bridges and tunnels. The difficulties and complexities of the undertaking have rarely
been seen in the history of not only China's but of the World‘s railway building,

The completion of the Chengmelitinming Railway once again demonstrates the Chinese peo-
ple‘s revolutionary spirit of self-reliance and hard work.

Linking with the PaouhieChcngtu Railway to the north, which was completed in 1958. the

ChengturKunming Railway forms part of the major communications artery in China‘s southwest
and northwest, while with the Chengtu-Chungking. Szcchuan-Kweichow and Kweiyang—Kunmirg
lines. built one after another after liberation, it forms part of the railway network in China's
southuest. This network. together with the HunaneKweiL‘liow line constructed in 1972, and other
trunlt lines. links up \arious parts of the country. The three southwestern provinces of Szechuan.
Kweichow and Yunnan are highly productive and rich in natural resources. People of many of
China's minority nationalilies, including the Yi. the Miao. the Tibetan and the Tai, live in this

region in compact community. The Chengtu-Kunming Railway has brought the southwestern
border areas considerably nearer to the inland provinces. It is also tremendously significant in

providing favourable conditions for strengthening the unity of the people of all nationalities in

China. promoting industrial and agricultural development in the region. improving China‘s 360'
graphical distribution of industry and speeding up socialist construction.
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Across mountains and rivers.
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Yhese walking tractors have avrived at Hsichung Slutian and will be de-

livered {a Ihe Vi people in the Greater and Lesser Licngshan Mountains.

w a:
A goods um‘n loaded with construction materials winds its way along Ihe route
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